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This paper contains results of the detailed simulation study of the breakdown in low-pressure
radio-frequency argon discharges. Calculations were performed by using a Monte Carlo code
including electrons only, assuming that the influence of heavy particles is negligible. The
obtained results are in a good qualitative agreement with the available experimental data and
clearly show multivalued nature of the left-hand branches of the breakdown voltage curves.
Physical processes defining the breakdown conditions are analyzed based on the spatial profiles
of electron density, local mean energy, number of elastic and ionization collisions. Under
conditions where two breakdown values exist one could identify two regimes and two different
balances between electron losses and production. From the dependence of the breakdown voltage
on the product of the pressure and the interelectrode distance and frequency over the gas number
density, similarity laws for radio-frequency breakdown have been reexamined.

1. Introduction
Capacitively coupled radio-frequency (RF) discharges are attracting an increased attention due to
their wide applications in many technological processes [1] such as plasma etching for
semiconductor materials, thin film deposition, plasma cleaning [2] and increasingly popular
biomedical applications [3-5]. One of the crucial issues is understanding the pertinent processes
that drive the breakdown and transition to RF plasma and how those could be modeled. In that
respect a wealth of information can be obtained from the breakdown voltage curves. Gas
breakdown represents the first step in plasma generation. Specific characteristic of RF plasmas is
that the self-sustained discharge may be maintained merely through ionization by electrons.
There, the feedback process is the return of electrons when field changes direction as a
replacement of the ion drift towards the cathode that is the feedback in DC discharges [6-9].
Although, gas breakdown has been studied for more than 100 years, many aspects are poorly
understood, even at the present day. A simplified explanation dating back to the early version of
the textbook by von Engel [8] (and perhaps even deeper in the past) is that only the group of
electrons that completes the transition in one half period from one electrode to the other has a

chance of being multiplied. Basically, the drift velocity integrated and averaged over the half
period has to be equal to the gap between two electrodes [6,7]. In the first half of the 20th
century there has been a major development of techniques to solve time dependent Boltzmann
equation [10-16] continued by Wilhelm and Winkler in 70s and Makabe in 80s [17,18]. First
exact solutions for the time dependent transport have been obtained by using Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations [19] and numerical solutions to the time dependent Boltzmann equation [20,21].
Numerous approximate experimental and theoretical papers have been published on breakdown
in RF using simplified semi-analytic forms [22-26]. At the same time fluid, hybrid and Particle
in Cell (PIC) models of RF plasmas include the early stages of the growth of ionization [18, 27,
28]. In recent years, computer modeling and simulation has emerged as an effective tool that
complements laboratory experiments and analytic models. Particle-in-cell/Monte Carlo (PICMC) simulations have been used extensively to study fundamental processes in capacitively
coupled RF discharges [29- 32].
As it has been mentioned earlier, that electrons alone may maintain discharge through ionization
and describe the main features of the breakdown curves we start from electrons as the only
agents precipitating the breakdown. Only after we start comparing with experiment we shall add
other effects (ion induced secondaries, metastable induced secondaries, fast neutrals and their
effect, photon induced secondaries and finally electron induced secondaries-multipactors). But
those are not in the scope of this paper. In this paper calculations were performed for argon
discharges by using a Monte Carlo code under condition of the low degree of ionization so that
the transport of particles takes place in the externally defined uniform field. In doing so we tried
to take the advantage of the well tested Monte Carlo codes that may provide very accurate time
dependent transport data [33, 34]. At the same time development of the plasma through weakly
ionized phases in order to test the applicability of transport coefficients and fluid models in
representing such breakdown. Thus, we have used a fully tested and benchmarked code for
electrons (that also has a facility to include heavy particles, ions and neutrals) with a full range of
sampling and treatment of the cross section data. The logic is that during the breakdown the
swarm physics describes exactly the charged particle ensemble and only a much higher densities
one needs to include the space charge effects. This paper represents one of the first steps in
obtaining a more complete description of the low-pressure RF argon discharge which provides us
with an insight into the basic physics of the breakdown (preliminary results were presented in
[35]).

2. Methods
For this study a Monte Carlo (MC) code developed and tested (tested both for DC and RF
benchmarks [33, 34]) is used. Since Monte Carlo technique has been explained elsewhere [37,
38], only a brief description of the code will be given here. We developed MC code that traces
electrons only. Heavy particles and the effect of photons may also be added, but those results are

not included in this paper. The code has been tested for electrons (and ions) transport and was
shown to give accurate electron energy distribution functions and transport coefficients in model
gases and in argon [33, 37].
Calculations were carried out for argon discharges generated between infinite plane-parallel
electrodes at frequency of 13.56 MHz (unless specified otherwise). Argon is chosen for many
reasons: first of all, it is an atomic gas with simple energy transition spectrum and it is easy to
operate with it. At the same time, cross section data and other necessary input data are available
and well tested, thus are reliable. One can refer to argon as a “benchmark” gas in discharge
studies. The set of cross sections for electron scattering on argon includes elastic, ionization and
two excitation cross sections that have been well tested for argon swarms [39, 40].
At the beginning, electrons have been released from the middle of the gap between the two
electrodes with no initial energy. Any further electron motion and different interactions depend
on the applied alternating current (AC) field, random number generator and solutions of kinetic
and balance equations. At this point, surface effects at the electrodes are not included. When an
electron reaches the boundary, it is assumed to be removed and has no influence on discharge
kinetics. We have a facility to add reflection or other surface processes easily based on the
available experimental data.
In our simulations the breakdown voltage curves were recorded in accordance with the procedure
described in [6, 41, 42]. On the right-hand side of the breakdown voltage curve, the breakdown
voltage was determined by fixing a pressure and increasing the applied voltage. For the left hand
side of the curve, the voltage was fixed while the pressure was varied. In Monte Carlo
simulations these two procedures are equally simple while in case of experiments variation of the
pressure may be more complex.
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Figure1: The time dependence of the simulated number of electrons for: a) the fixed voltage of 160 V and
various pressure and b) constant pressure of 0.2 Torr and various voltages.
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Figure1: The time dependence of the simulated number of electrons for: a) the fixed voltage of 160 V and
various pressure and b) constant pressure of 0.2 Torr and various voltages.

Figure1 shows changes of numbers of electrons over time for: a) the fixed maximum voltage of
V=160 V and at three different pressures (p1=0.134 Torr, p2=0.135 Torr and p3=0.136 Torr) and
b) the fixed pressure of 0.2 Torr and five different voltages (60 V, 94 V, 270 V, 447 V and
700 V). As can be seen from Figure 1a, at the pressure p1 there is no electron amplification in the
required quantity that can compensate the electron losses at the electrode, so the total number of
electrons decreases over time and the slope is negative. At the pressure p2, however, there is a
notable increase in total number of electrons over time, which can be interpreted as an increased
number of ionizations due to the higher density (as compared to p1) of background atoms and
consequently a larger number of collisions. Breakdown occurs somewhere between
p1=0.134 Torr and p2=0.135 Torr. The pressure resolution was 0.001 Torr. A more accurate
pressure can be obtained by interpolation between the nearest two values of pressure, in this case
p1 and p2.
Figure 1b is presented to depict how number of electrons in time changes with large variations of
voltages. Pressure (0.2 Torr) and voltages that are chosen correspond to vertical line in Figure 2a
(but not the numbers).When pressure is fixed (see Figure 1b), there are two values where mean
number of electrons is barely maintained which means that those are the boundaries of the
breakdown (94 V and 447 V). In-between the two breakdown values one has excessive growth of
the density (that would in real circuit push the operating point to either of the two breakdown
voltages). Result within that range have a positive slope results outside that range show decay
advancing towards termination (e.g. data for 60 V and 700 V). Outside the breakdown region
(above 447 V and below 94 V) the density of electrons rapidly diminishes (60 V and 700 V).
In both Figures, 1a and 1b, there are periodic oscillations of the electron number. In Figure 1a,
with fixed voltage, these oscillations are the same in sense of the period and amplitude. In Figure
1b period of oscillations is the same while amplitudes are different depending on applied voltage.
With changes in voltage the effective rates that define the speed of relaxation may change and

affect the undulations of the properties such as number of electrons. For high voltage electrons
reach ionization energies more easily and in larger numbers so the number of electrons changes
more rapidly within one period of time. Losses at electrodes may balance the increased
production, they are increased because more of electrons are being pushed to the electrodes by
strong AC field. As voltage is decreasing less energy is transferred from the field to electrons
and number of ionizations is reduced (increase of number of electrons within one period is
smaller). For lower voltage both losses and production are smaller as electrons do not reach
electrodes (oscillation are barely noticeable for voltage of 60 V). One can conclude that period of
oscillation of electron number is determined by the frequency of external AC field while the
amplitude of oscillation of electron number depends on amplitude of applied AC field (energy
transfer from field to electrons).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Spatial profiles of electron density and ionization rate as representation of
a potential for achieving breakdown
The dependence of the RF breakdown voltage on the pressure is presented in Figure 2. Results of
our MC simulations (red circles) are compared with the experimental data taken from ref. [6]
(blue squares) in Figure 2a. As can be seen on the left-hand side of the simulated curve, for a
fixed pressure there are two values of the breakdown voltage. Discharge may start between these
two values, while above and below it quenches rapidly (as indicated in Figure 1). This
observation is in agreement with the previously published experimental data [6], at least
qualitatively. Crosses correspond to the sampling points on a vertical line p=0.2 Torr. Two points
are on the breakdown curve (94 V and 447 V) and two points are in-between (170 V and 300 V).
In principle, in simulations operation above the breakdown conditions, and thereby the growth of
electrons, is allowed. In experiments, however, the operating point will move towards either of
the two breakdown curves. Development of spatial profiles (see Figure 3, 4) along the vertical
line provides an insight into the pertinent physical processes. On the other hand in Figure 2b
sampling points marked by letters are on the breakdown curve. The spatial profiles associated
with these points and shown in Figure 5 indicate difference in physical processes with variation
of p (pd).
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Figure2: The breakdown voltage curves for argon RF discharges at 13.56 MHz and the gap size of
23 mm. The MCS includes electrons only. a) Comparison of the breakdown voltage curve obtained by
MCS (red circles) and experimental available data [6] (blue squares). Vertical line for p=0.2 Torr and
different voltages indicates sampling points presented in Figures 3 and 4. b) MCS obtained curve
indicating sampling points of spatial profiles presented in Figure 5. Sampling points are marked by
numbers and letters.

Spatio-temporal development of profiles of: electron density, mean energy, elastic collisions and
ionization are shown in Figure 3. Calculations were performed for the frequency of 13. 56 MHz,
the gap size of 23 mm, the pressure of 0.2 Torr and two breakdown points: a) 94 V and b) 447 V
(as indicated in Figure 2a). As voltage increases, the low voltage breakdown point is reached, but
most of the electrons do not reach the electrodes. The profile of the electron cloud is broad, not
really sinusoidal, but generally follows a sinusoidal shape. There are maxima in density, elastic
scattering and in mean energy when cloud is closest to the electrodes. Peaks are delayed by a
large phase delay to the voltage waveform. In fact, the peak starts moving towards the center of
the gap only at the phase when the field changes direction and not for the maximum of the field.
This can be easily understood. As for ionization only two regions close to the maximum of the
applied voltage (field) are abundant in collisions while still following a similar temporal and
spatial dependence.

Figure3: Spatial distributions of: electron concentration, mean energy and rates of elastic scattering and
ionization for the pressure of 0.2 Torr and two breakdown points: (a) V=94 V and (b) V=447 V (points
are marked in Figure 2a, (a) corresponds (1) and (b) corresponds (4)). Light blue line represents AC field,
while dashed light blue line corresponds to the field dependence inverted to represent the force affecting
the electrons. Interelectrode gap is 23 mm and frequency is 13.56 MHz. Number of electrons in the

simulation was selected to have a similar statistical quality of the results with the smallest rate
(i.e. ionization). Thus the colour scales are not representing any quantitative data that may be
compared for different conditions only the indication of the profile of the ensemble.
At the higher breakdown point the spatial profiles are much narrower and there is a strong
overlap with the electrode. While electron density peaks are slightly away from the electrode the
highest energy/the most likely to ionize electrons peak is right at the edge of the electrode.
It is important to note that our MC code obtains a double valued voltage on the breakdown curve
by treating electrons only. For some gases [43] even “S” shaped curves with three points may be
observed. Explanation of this phenomenon can be the following. For the lower voltage one needs
to compensate losses at electrodes by increasing ionization, and any increase in voltage leads to a
higher ionization. If we move to higher voltages, ionization is increased but so are the losses at
the instantaneous anode. This is a consequence of pushing electrons closer to electrodes by an
increasing AC field. The losses may be represented by imagined remaining electron ensemble
spatial distributions that extends over the electrode edge into its bulk and this distributions
increase with the applied voltage. At a certain point this part of the ensemble that passes past the
electrode will increase so much that ionization in gas (in front of the electrode) cannot
compensate the losses and discharge will switch itself off. In Figure 3 this is represented by the
spatial profile of electron concentration and mean energy which indicates a potential for
ionization.
The profile of the increasing ionization rate of the group closest to the anode is shown in Figure
4 along the fixed p= 0.2 Torr for four points marked in Figure 2a. With an increasing voltage

more and more of the ionization capable electrons would be lost at the surface. At the lower
applied voltage (94 V) though, the swarm oscillates between two electrodes without reaching
them and majority of ionization capable electrons have no difficulty to ionize.

Figure 4: Spatial profiles of the electron concentration and ionization rates for the pressure of 0.2 Torr
and voltages of (1) 94 V, (2) 170 V, (3) 300 V and (4) 447 V. Points are marked in Figure 2a.
Interelectrode gap is 23 mm and frequency is 13.56 MHz. All figures are obtained with the same

initial number of electrons so the relative magnitudes of the same coefficient are indicated by the
colors scale.

3.2. Variation of the spatial profiles with pd along the breakdown curve
Having presented results that indicate the changes in the spatial profiles of all the discharge
parameters along a vertical line (p=const.), Figure 5 exhibits the spatial profiles along the
Paschen-like breakdown potential curve. Stating that the curve is Paschen-like does not imply in
any way that Paschen mechanism is relevant here in its entirety. The points on V- p plane that

have been selected to show the spatial profiles of various properties of the electron swarm
ensemble are marked on the breakdown curve shown in Figure 2b.
Plots (a) and (d) in Figure 5 are repeated from the previous figures. The first represents the
higher point on the breakdown curve, the second the lower point on the breakdown curve for p=
0.2 Torr. Plots (b) and (c) are on the left rapidly rising branch of the breakdown curve. It is clear
that under those conditions the magnitude of the field manages to bring all of electrons in the
immediate neighborhood of the electrodes during one half period. Those points have all the
characteristics of the operation well above the lower breakdown points and close to the upper
branch. The principal issue here is whether the losses at the electrode may be balanced by the
production of electrons in its proximity, the production that is made more and more difficult by
the reduced number of collisions in a similar fashion to the left hand branch of the DC Paschen
curve. As a result of this balancing between losses and gains the peak of the mean energy and the
number of ionizing collisions clearly occur right before reaching the electrode and after the
maximum in the field. At the same time peak in density occurs a little later as a consequence of
the ensuing burst of ionization. Number of elastic collisions follows the profile of density better,
while, as stated, number of ionizations follows the profile of the mean energy.
Spatial profiles in Figure 5c also become somewhat closer to the lower branch profiles of the
Figure 5d, where majority of ionizations occur in the bulk of the discharge, and the whole
ensemble merely brushes against the electrodes. The balance between losses and gains, as
displayed in Figure 5d seems optimal as there are minimal losses while the number of collisions
provides ample opportunities to compensate for them. As pressure increases (for a fixed d) the
number of collisions increases further and thus it is more difficult to achieve higher energies so
the breakdown voltage increases but slowly. More importantly, the density profile of electrons
loses sharp peaks and becomes more sinusoidal in the center of the gap with vanishing density
due to losses close to the walls. Mean energy is still modulated following the field dependence
albeit with a delay. A similar modulation is observed in elastic collisions mainly due to the
energy dependence of the cross section. It is important to note that collisions occur on both
halves of the gap, as the density profile, while modulated, does not show complete migration of
electrons towards the instantaneous anode and away from the cathode. As a result of the
ensemble overlapping from one to the other electrode, the highest energy electrons responsible
for ionization will be generated throughout the gap and under those conditions, ionization,
however weak, spreads on both halves almost equally (Figure 5e, 5f). The difference between
ionization profiles in Figure 3a and Figure 5d is that in the former one we have enhanced the
number of events by accumulation of events through releasing more electrons for the same set of
conditions to make the simulation conditions the same for all figures in the cluster Figure 5.

Figure 5: Spatial distributions of concentration of electrons, electron energy and rates of elastic scattering
and ionization: (a) 447V 0.2Torr, (b) 296V 0.147Torr, (c) 180V 0.1335Torr, (d) 94V 0.2Torr, (e) 115V
1Torr and (f) 169V 2.5Torr. Points are marked in Figure 2b. Interelectrode gap is 23 mm and frequency is
13.56 MHz. All figures are obtained with the same initial number of electrons so the relative

magnitudes of the same coefficient are indicated by the colors scale.
Furthermore, we can employ the Monte Carlo code to provide us a more detailed picture of
physical processes by observing the energy distribution function that has to be related to the
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processes occurring in the region of active ionization (i.e. near the electrode). As can be seen in
Figure 6, the overlap of the distribution function with the relevant cross sections (both excitation
of metastable and ionization) may be of significant importance for the maintenance of the
discharge. For high voltages (Figure 6a) there is a significant overlap of EEDF and cross section
for ionization. A great deal of high energy electrons that can ionize are being absorbed by
electrodes and lost. At this conditions (V=447 V and p=0.2 Torr) there is a fine balance between
losses and production of electrons. As voltage increases, more of the high energy electrons
would be lost at electrodes and discharge cannot be maintained (double valued nature of RF
breakdown curve occur). A significant increase of the EEDF right in front of the electrode at
higher voltages (i.e. lower pressures) also can be observed. The increased mean energy for lower
pressures is the result of a reduced number of collisions as electrons cross the gap so ionization
has to become more efficient. As for high pressures (Figure 6b) only tail of EEDF at electrodes is
being overlapped with cross section for ionization. There is no significant loss of ionization
capable electrons and discharge is easier to maintain which can be observed as smaller increase
of voltage in right branch of breakdown voltage curve comparing with the left branch.
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Energy (eV)
Energy (eV)
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b)
Figure 6: Electron Energy Distribution Function (EEDF) at the electrodes separated by 23mm at the
frequency of 13.56MHzfor: (a) U=447V, p=0.2Torr and (b) U=169V, p=2.5Torr. Right hand side y-axes
shows set of cross sections for argon.

3.3. Scaling of RF breakdown profiles: Breakdown voltage depending on the
gap length and frequency
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Figure 7:a)Simulated breakdown voltage curves for: a) a fixed frequency of 13.56 MHz and various gaps
sizes and b) a fixed gap of 23 mm and various frequencies.

RF breakdown has a different nature comparing to DC breakdown. Therefore, pd scaling that is
applicable in DC breakdown voltage curves needs to be extended to include frequency
dependence. Figure 7 shows breakdown voltage curves for various: a) gaps and b) frequencies.
The curves have a similar shape with a large variation of parameters. For a fixed frequency one
cannot maintain the scaling, as in addition to pd scaling there is also fd (interelectrode distance
times frequency) scaling that needs to be satisfied [44, 45]. The same is valid for a fixed gap.
Scaling with proper variation of both frequency and the gap is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Scaling according to pd and fd scaling laws of RF voltage breakdown curves. Box indicates
region with points for which the spatial profiles are plotted in Figure 9.

Both frequency and gap are varied while keeping the fd constant and observing the pd
dependence. We can see a very good overlap that is excellent at higher pd while at lower pd and
higher breakdown voltages there is more difference presumably due to nonlinearities brought
about by the overlap of the electron cloud with the electrode. While presenting a breakdown
curve scaling is important and indeed points out the validity of the scaling. The critical test of the
scaling would be the observation of the spatial profiles depicted in Figure 9 for pd around
0.34 Torr cm and a number of frequencies with the corresponding gaps. It is clear that for a
narrow range of fd and pd all spatial profiles coincide. That is the physical foundation of the
scaling laws which basically scales the number of collisions per length and in time.

Figure 9: Spatial distributions for a number of points that have the same product of f and distance
between electrodes (fd =constant) and also for a fixed pd=0.34 Torr cm. All figures are obtained with

the same initial number of electrons so the relative magnitudes of the same coefficient are
indicated by the colors scale.

4. Conclusion
In this paper physical background of the low-pressure RF argon discharges is studied. It is found
that the simplified phenomenology of transfers from one electrode to the other is often not met
especially at higher pressures where electrons may produce sufficient ionization while crossing
shorter distances. At lower pressures, conditions to reach the electrodes are acquired at the cost
of an increased breakdown voltage. Under those conditions the balance between produced new
electrons and the increase in mean energy determines the breakdown. Thus it is possible to have
two breakdown points (and the region of the double valued breakdown curve coincides with the
region where electrons reach electrodes in one half period) for one pd value. The higher point is
where balance is encountered due to losses of high energy electrons hitting the anode and being
absorbed by it.
Another issue of scaling is illustrated well with the obtained results. The breakdown follows the
standard pd scaling very well but it has to adjust itself to the ω/N scaling as well. The fd scaling
has been discussed within the terms of breakdown physics by Lisovsky et al [45] and it was
addressed to the reference [44]. However both scalings have been established in the earlier
electron transport (swarm) studies [14-16] basically as a condition to maintain the number of
collisions per certain distance or in certain time. The spatial profiles of electron properties shown
in Figure 9 give an indication of how scaling involves identical spatial distributions and other
properties thus supporting the predicted scaling.
Results, presented and discussed here, confirm that modeling of RF breakdown by using a
detailed MC code provides an excellent and relatively easy entrance into the pertinent physical
processes. In later stages plasma properties become important and one has to follow the space
charge development which makes the situation much more complex. Yet the onset of the
breakdown is purely a swarm phenomenon and the beginning of the development of the plasma
may be clearly envisioned and explained even quantitatively by a swarm model.
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